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Attachment of RAM AIR SYSTEM

Installation Instructions

Thank you for buying the GruppeM Ram Air System
Before installation, verify that you have all of the parts in the Parts List on the right.

CAUTION
- Do not install on a road or other place that could interfere with automobile or pedestrian traffic.
- Park on flat, horizontal ground with the emergency brake on, to prevent the vehicle from rolling.  
Remove the key from t he ignition and let the engine cool down completely before beginning 
installation.
- Wear work clothes suitable for the job.  When necessary, wear protective gloves and glasses.
- After installation, regular maintenance is necessary.  Periodically check for realignment, clearance, 
and tightening of all   
  components.
- GruppeM Inc. will not be held responsible for installations to any motor vehicle model other than the 
one specified.
- Keep these instructions in a safe place after using them.

 Speeding and reckless driving are completely unacceptable.  Please use this product with care, 
following all traffic regulations.

A trim putt tool etc. is fitted over the crevice 
between a bonnet and a duct, it pushes up right 
above, and 6 clips are removed.

PARTS  LIST

carbon introduction duct

brace(0059)ｘ1

filtere case

carbon introduction plate

heat-resistant tape(L)x1, (S)x2

spacer 10mmｘ1

spacer 15mmｘ1

clip for ductsｘ4

bolt A（M6-15）ｘ4

filter

fannel adapter

band#44x 2

elbow hose

nutｘ2

washerｘ5

bolt B（M6-20）ｘ1

bolt C（M6-40）ｘ1

R55/R56/R57/R58/R59 MINI Cooper S /JCW　[N18 engine]

The air duct of a bonnet is removed.
It is being fixed with one bolt and six clips 
of the bonnet reverse side.

The air mass sensor of a case top is removed.
An air mass sensor is attached to an intake hose.

brace is attached to the fixed bolt hole of 
an original filter case.
A spacer is inserted under brace and it fixes 
with an original bolt.
A washer is pinched between an original bolt 
and brace.

A funnel adapter is put in from a case inner side, 
and it attaches with Bolt A.
An elbow hose is attached to an adapter.
Direction of a hose is attached so that the one 
where the linear length is shorter may be on an 
engine side.

The filter case side is fixed to barace attached 
beforehand with Bolt B.

Because the bulk head near an arrow part and 
the clearance of a filter case are narrow, a 
filter case is fixed so that it may bring near 
by the engine side if possible.

A filter is attached to an adapter.
Wiring of an air mass sensor is attached.

Bolt C is taken out from the inner side hole of 
a filter case, and it fixes with a washer and a nut.
An elbow hose is simultaneously attached to 
an air mass sensor.

The bolt C for fixation is attached like 
an illustration.

An original cushion rubber ring is removed.
A filter case fixed bolt is attached to the hole.

In order to put and arrange a filter case to an 
intake manifold, a heat-resistant tape (smallness) 
is stuck there.
(Refer to picture)  

washer

To the fixed hole of a cleaner case

M6 nut

washer
bolt C(M6-40)

It is made reversed and an air pipe is removed.

air mass sensor

spacer10mm

washer

funnel adapter

AIR

fixed bolt hole

washer
brace

spacer15mm

clips
clips

clips

clips clips
clips

It is cautious because 
it is divided here easily.

An original cleaner case is removed.  The case 
bottom is removed the whole air mass sensor.
The air pipe of the case bottom is removed and 
the case bottom is removed.

A carbon introduction plate is stuck on the 
introductory part of a bonnet.  An original 
introduction duct is attached as before.

heat-resistant tape

An introductory duct is installed with the attached clip 
for ducts.  A heat-resistant tape is stuck on a dotted 
line part together with from a carbon induction duct at 
the bonnet back.
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